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What makes undergraduate students take the initiative to practice their beliefs and how do 
they learn to uphold these beliefs after graduation? This paper presents our case as an 
example -- how three proactive design students discovered their first consulting project upon 
graduation, overcame breakdowns between their education and reality, and discovered the 
next steps for collective and individual growth. 
 In our undergraduate experience, positive influence from Independent Studies that 
complemented the fixed curriculum, showed us the possibility to pursue what interested us: 
socially empowering design. Low respect for designers we faced while working with other 
disciplines also raised the need for young designers to take more initiative. As a result, we 
decided to launch a design consulting business, and were able to get our first commission 
from one of our Independent Study clients. 
 Unfortunately, we had to struggle between academia and reality. We faced a situation 
of having to deliver “good” design that would satisfy our ideals formed at school in spite of 
obvious breakdowns. How do we resolve the breakdowns and make a successful transition 
to professionals? In spite of the initial bumps, by over-delivery and communicating our user-
centered design methodology, we were able to help the client acknowledge that their vision 
could actually benefit from our specialties.   
 Despite the hardship, its challenge and fulfillment led us to pursue socially respected 
design, as well as socially empowering design. We reflected and evaluated the small success 
by presenting and writing about the first consulting experience as well as participating in 
competitions, while building more regional networks and seeking new commissions.  
 However, the process made us reevaluate our strengths and weaknesses, possible 
forms of collective and individual growth, and consequently our initial plan to become a 
business entity. We came to a difficult realization that we didn’t need to be together to 
achieve our goals. We decided to pursue individual growth for a while, staying in close 
partnership with the goal to uphold our proactive mindset and better promote our long-term 
growth.   
 Three of us have passionately tested our beliefs from our undergraduate education 
against the world. Through this process, our vision towards design was solidified and further 
matured--now taken to the level of individual and group interests. Depending on a person’s 
mentality, the college education is meant to be a starting point where we begin a long 
journey of defining ourselves as designers. Our futures are constantly changing on the basis 
of this proactive mindset, and it would be interesting to see where we stand in the future. 
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United in the same vision as designers they pursued a "self-defined path" after their 
undergraduate education, as opposed to the paved path that many of their colleagues 
followed.  The three have spent about one year together in Pittsburgh to establish a 
consulting business as well as a proactive design collective. 
 
Their first consulting project, "The Scream Team" signage for the Girls, Math, and Science 
Initiative, was featured in I.D. Magazine, the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, and was recognized a t 
the iF International Design Competition and AIGA Pittsburgh Communication Show.  They 
have shared their experience by publishing articles and guest lecturing at Carnegie Mellon 
University and the State University of New York Stony Brook. 
 
Coming from different cultures and backgrounds – Keywon from Korea, Ayaka from Japan, 
and Roger from the USA – has interestingly put the group members on common ground of 
socially responsible design, and now socially respected design as well.  It has not been an 
easy climb up the rocky mountain, however, with their united vision they believe that they 
will find something worthwhile on the top.  They continue to live out their proactive 
mentality to go beyond what their college education set out before them. 
 
 
Practicing Beliefs 
Undergraduate Education Translates to a Proactive Partnership  
Ayaka Uchida, Roger Wei, Keywon Chung 
 
How does one’s undergraduate design education translate into one’s vocation? Every student 
defines their values and interests, even vague ones, during their undergraduate education. 
What makes students take the initiative to practice such beliefs and how do students learn to 
uphold these beliefs after graduation? This paper presents our attempt at addressing this 
conundrum--how we, three pro-active design students, tried out our first consulting project 
together upon graduation, experienced breakdowns between education and reality, and 
managed to satisfy the needs of the user, client, and ourselves, developing passion for the 
profession.  Further, we hope to articulate how this experience renders into our proactive 
mentality and approach to design, and how this affects where we are today.  We hope the 
reader picks up on how this one-year experience evolved into each of us taking different 
approaches to satiate our personal needs--all the while maintaining the values that were 
developed together.   
 
UNDERGRADUATE EXPERIENCE 
 
Both positive and negative experiences during our undergraduate education led us to launch 
a consulting business upon graduation, rather than seeking traditional employment as most 
others do. The idea of working under the tutelage of established design houses and being the 
only path upon graduation is the apprehension of graduates of any program. What helped us 
take a different path?   
 
Independent Studies: Socially Empowering Design 
 



Positive experiences from Independent Studies in our undergraduate programs, which 
complemented the fixed curriculum to accommodate various individual interests, made us 
see the possibility of actually pursuing what interests us: socially empowering design. The 
way an independent study works at Carnegie Mellon is that a student defines their own 
interest and consults with a faculty member who may become their advisor.  Once approved 
by the department, this faculty member helps the student to define realistic goals and 
logistics for the semester so that the advisor can benchmark the progress made by the 
student.  

For those students who had interests not satiated by the curriculum, Independent 
Studies were a vehicle to allow them the discipline to define the goal of the projects on their 
own. Often such Independent Studies began with a spark of an idea and in our case, our 
vague interests evolved through multiple Independent Studies. At the end of our senior year, 
we had come to realize that our interests have the common ground of "socially empowering 
design.”  We had come to this realization, but what made us take it further?  

First, by the end of the senior year, we already had clients from the Independent 
Studies in the field that we were interested in, saving us the effort to find someone in the 
domain that would trust us anew.  Secondly, group Independent Studies provided us with 
opportunities to work with communication and industrial designers, and to learn to maintain 
a self-motivated group. These are also the qualities that contributed to our future move, and 
in hindsight, separated our thinking from those of our peers.  Past initial trial and error, we 
soon discovered such individual approaches added up to a collaborative outcome greater 
than the sum of its parts. It allowed the three of us to realize the rewards of independent 
leadership and the subsequent change that we could bring to the community.  In a sense, this 
mentality was one thing that drove us to do these independent projects and to boldly pursue 
our postgraduate opportunity.    
 
"Interdisciplinary" Projects: Earning Respect by Independence 
 
The process of Independent Studies provided us with positive experiences but what were 
some of the negative ones encountered in our undergraduate education that motivated us to 
launch an entity of our own?  Ironically, it was the opinions and misconceptions towards 
design and designers that encouraged us to prove ourselves as a necessary profession.   
 With double majors, we worked in a number of "interdisciplinary" projects, more 
specifically with disciplines in computer science, businesses and psychology. 
Overwhelmingly, their impression was that designers were mere frosting on the cake.  
Although rarely expressed explicitly, designers were considered to be disposable since their 
profession was not respected as a legitimate "specialty." Trained in function-oriented 
disciplines, it must have been hard for them to view designers as more than an exercise in 
aesthetics.  Further, it was observed that designers don’t have the credibility that a licensed 
profession has, and are limited in what they are able to do without first having to prove 
themselves. Why shouldn’t design be accredited--why is it that many people can call 
themselves designers, while not anybody can call themselves architects or even painters?   
 On the other hand, that experience made us realize designers often are more able to 
think empathetically in people and user perspectives than in system administrators or 
marketing perspectives. Designers may not understand the programming codes as well as 
engineers do, but designers seemed to be smarter in a less acknowledged way. Designers 
functioned best as those that see the bigger picture, but our strengths were prone to be 
ignored, as we were less educated to advocate our specialties than others were.  This was our 



experience at Carnegie Mellon University, which may differ from more skill-centered art 
schools.  In general, this is a notion that seems not too far-fetched, however.   

In short we were frustrated by the lack of respect by others as well as not being able 
to articulate what designer's worth was.  We were certain of designers' unique ability and 
strength.  In turn the low respect we faced while working with other majors made us realize 
the need for young designers to take more initiative.  
 
POST GRADUATE TRANSITION 
Public Space Design Consultancy 
 
What prepared us to move into a “consultancy” fresh from undergraduate school?  Thanks 
to our double majors, we had more 'consulting' experience--problem definition, user 
research, prototype design, composition of proposals and presentation of findings, all in 
team settings.  Having preliminary knowledge on regional non-profit organizations and 
knowing we liked working in the domain, as graduation neared, the three of us took the 
move to present ourselves as consultants to one of our existing clients from the Independent 
Studies. 
 
Girls, Math, and Science Initiative's Pilot Project 
 
A faculty advisor connected two of us to the Girl’s Math and Science Initiative (GMS) at a 
time when it was hard to translate our interest into a tangible Independent Study project. 
The relationship and results were successful to the extent that upon graduation the client was 
in search of designers to continue the foundation established with the student teams.    
 The vision of GMS was to improve math and science literacy among young females 
in Southwest Pennsylvania and thus positively affect their future economic viability in the 
adult workforce. The goal of the client was to spark this change using informal learning 
techniques: educational science signage for an Amusement Park ride queue area, with an 
effort towards targeting young girls. The client chose two-dimensional signage as the means 
to communicate this information.  The signs would communicate physics concept as related 
to the roller coaster.  
 We took on this newfound opportunity which we expected to translate our 
undergraduate experience into a career. We also kept in mind how the problem of low 
respect for designers might unfold in a real world setting and what we could do to change it. 
With the naivete of fresh graduates we pursued this project. Now it was time for us to try 
out how our beliefs worked outside of the school setting. 



 
 

POST GRADUATE EXPERIENCE 
Reality Differs from the School Settings 
 
This project led us to realize the ideal nature of a university setting, the differences that 
could be shocking to a newly christened graduate. We had to struggle with the divide 
between expectations and reality.  The primary design problem was figuring out how to 
introduce scientific concepts in the queue area of a roller coaster called “Phantom’s 
Revenge,” at Kennywood Amusement Park: an obvious contradiction in itself.  How does 
one teach seemingly uninteresting science concepts in a location typically not conducive to 
learning?  We attempted to solve the issue using academic techniques and faced difficulties: 
 First, client and non-designers in the project committee had low expectations for 
what designers had to offer: the client, mostly consisting of psychologists and local funders 
had little experience working with design consultants.  The client asked us to "jazz up" line 
drawings previously done by another group of students with some colors, not realizing that 
the content, location and many other factors of the signage should be considered for good 
results. 
 Second, the goal, setting and artifacts to design were defined by the client and 
conflicted each other.  There were a number of breakdowns with no direction for resolution.  
For example, the client wanted to target junior high school girls, but we discovered they 
comprised only 9% of the user population--the queue area was a male-dominant 
environment.  How could one develop signage that specifically encourages the minority user 
group to actively enjoy the ride and become interested in science?    
 Third, the client saw us as students because that was the typical relationship they 
were used to.  In the beginning we were not expected to take initiative to conduct our own 
research and contact other sponsors for resources.  There was little we could do under such 
restraints to improve the project.  We faced a situation of having to deliver “good” design 
that would satisfy our ideals formed at school in spite of these problems.  What are the 
lessons we learned to resolve the situation and prove ourselves as worthy professions?  
 
Lesson One: Prove Your Worth by Over-delivery 
 
As progenitors of Carnegie Mellon, we naturally wanted to investigate the design problem 
further, instead of accepting the request and producing something that would not work. 
Initially the client disapproved of contextual studies and project criteria validation which, 
from their perspective, would annoy stakeholders and prolong the timeline.  In spite of 
much resistance from the client, we dared to conduct studies that included user surveys and 
documentation of a typical wait experience, believing our job is to produce meaningful and 
impactful design solutions.  We presented results using basic statistical data, photos and 
numbers--in a language the client could easily grasp.  Consequently, the client was surprised 
to know their initial project criteria was off-mark and eagerly received our suggestions. After 
this first "over-delivery," it was easier to gain client support.  

Additionally, the client had not fully understood our offerings as design consultants 
as they had little prior experience, while we had our standards in work ethic and research 
activities. We were not used to communicating the need of our work process nor did we 
know how to compromise the process and fit into the client's limited timeframe or funding 
when necessary. Thus we did it our way in spite of the client's resistance, showed the results, 



and then got approval from the client. Since the client earnestly had no idea what we could 
do, we figured the best way was to show it first, whether they asked for it or not. 
 It was not the smoothest way, but a remarkable change happened. The client’s 
understanding of designers' capability changed dramatically during the project.  First the 
client expected nothing better than colored line drawings and icons. Our user-centered 
approach made the client realize that designers are capable of problem solving. The client 
once said it was a “great learning process” for them as well.  The CEO of Kennywood 
Amusement Park had initially allocated a small budget for the project, which was a major 
constraint.  Yet, after seeing the deliverables, his expectation and support level greatly 
increased as well.  He augmented his budget later according to our deliverables and 
suggestions. 
  
Lesson Two: Have a Methodology, and Communicate It 
 
The situation was far from perfect compared to what we had in school and there were many 
breakdowns.  How do we show the client that there are breakdowns, that we are capable of 
problem solving, and finally, how do we remedy the breakdowns?  This is where user-
centered design methodology from our undergraduate education worked in our favor. 
Through this project, we realized that design consultants could ensure the success of a 
client's vision by following design methodologies or guidelines. By applying the user-
centered design process, we did just that. 
 This experience thus made us realize the advantage of having a design procedure and 
being able to communicate it. User-centered design methodology that we gained from 
Carnegie Mellon helped us to show the client current breakdowns and create a more valid 
and contextual outcome, thus ensuring the success of our client's vision.  Once the client 
understood how we worked, it became remarkably easier to get their support and 
appreciation. 
 
The Joy of Making an Impact 
 
Despite the initial bumps, we created a character-based sign system targeting teenage girls in 
the queue area of the roller coaster, that taught science concepts in relation to the users’ ride 
experience and introduced science as an appealing career option.  The final design solution 
was released at Kennywood Amusement Park during the summer 2001 season. This pilot 
project turned out to be a success, with a psychology study confirming its effectiveness on 
the users. Based on the success, the client is now launching the next phase of their program.  
 Compared to the typical informative panels explaining physics concepts that the 
client originally wanted, final solution evolved to a more long-term solution and an 
experience design appealing to young female users, while being inclusive to other users. The 
first piece of signage, "No Engine, No Way!" proved to significantly increase users' 
knowledge on how coasters operate; the second piece "Choose Your Adventure!" helped 
significantly more users to make informed decision on where to sit in a coaster train.   

As pro-active design students-turned-consultants, we tried out our first consulting 
project together upon graduation, experienced breakdowns between education and reality, 
and managed to satisfy the needs of the user, client, and ourselves. It was small, but 
apparently successful in all regards. 
 
IMPACTS OF FIRST CONSULTING PROJECT AND REFLECTIONS 



Motivation from a Small Success  
 
Strange enough, our difficult experience prompted us to develop a greater passion for our 
profession. This experience greatly increased our drive to be proactive in the design field and 
in better negating the preconceptions about design.  It would have been easy for us to 
submit to the demands of the client and to produce “pretty” signs with little long-term 
vitality, poor content and poor attraction to users and the goals of the initiative.  We decided 
to fight (literally) with unpleasant debates and the stubbornness to proceed against the 
client’s wish, and looking back, perhaps this was foolish--but in the end, it was successful. 
 This fulfillment led us to discover motives for further pursuit in socially respected 
design, as well as socially empowering design; its challenge made us more determined to 
communicate the ever increasing role of designer in problem solving.  And its challenge 
brought to focus the importance of the ability to communicate what we do and to earn 
respect from it. 
 
The Next Steps: Sharing Past Experiences and Creating New Experiences 
 
The experience with Kennywood inspired us to pursue our values in two ways with the 
notion of being proactive: we would share our experience through lectures and competitions 
and attempt more socially empowering regional projects.   

Maintaining the proactive stance was a considerable issue for us as apathy and 
pessimism was rampant with our design peers--and little action was taken among them.  
Communicating our experiences was one of the ways we could inspire fellow peers ranging 
from high school students to high school teachers.  The idea behind design encompassing 
more than aesthetic value was used to communicate an underlying theme: the need for 
responsible design practice beyond that of creating attractive short-term solutions.  Our 
most encouraging experience was speaking to sophomore design students at Carnegie 
Mellon in a session on design for communities.  Students’ Feedback showed that this peer to 
peer contact had been lacking in the design curriculum not to mention the understanding of 
their broader potential role in solving prominent social issues. 

Design competitions enabled us to gain exposure to a broader design world without 
the limits of the regional Pittsburgh community.  We were interested in understanding how 
we fit into the scheme of global designers, and understanding our strengths and weaknesses.  
One design competition in particular harshly reflected the reality of our design education and 
our naivete as fresh graduates.  The Kennywood project was accepted to the final round of 
the iF International Forum design competition in Hannover, Germany.  Brutally honest 
feedback and discussions with international designers revealed our then, inability to produce 
at the level necessary for international competition.  However, it was clear to us that our 
strengths were in problem solving and research techniques--this, however, while sufficient 
for academia didn’t cut it in the “larger stage” outside of Pittsburgh.  Without the ability to 
produce finished pieces and concepts, all the research and usability prowess one might 
possess would be overlooked, as the international standard for comparison was foremost, 
the end product.  This was a stepping stone to and a milestone to the next plateau in our 
infant career.   
 The second stance we had in being proactive designers included pursing regional 
(Pittsburgh) socially empowering design problems and providing solutions that embraced its 
perceived limitations.  The project with Kennywood opened the door to a number of 
opportunities including projects for the Pittsburgh Penguins and Carnegie Mellon 



Environmental Practices Committee.  The situations we encountered with Kennywood 
arose, however with the experience acquired each challenge was easier and the process of 
finding solutions was more efficient.   
 
New Reflections: What Form Should Our Future Growth Take? 
 
This new stage half a year into our design careers led us to reflect on more specific goals as 
individuals and team members.  For instance, how did our values mature from the concepts 
we had as students, fresh graduates, and the present?  Were they still relevant?  Our grand 
concepts of running a design firm producing innovative work may seem antagonistic to the 
feedback received and our experience level.  Would this be the demise of our proactive 
stance in the field?  
 At this point we were also beginning to realize what our weaknesses (in addition to 
our strengths) were.  Our experience in Germany made us realize the minor blip we were in 
the design world radar.  There was dissension in how immature our competencies were, but 
how aggressive and forward thinking our dreams and approach could potentially become.   
Could we learn from a bigger community?  Was the Pittsburgh community an appropriate 
place to be at this point in our young careers?  Was it safe to exist in the academia mindset?  
The Germany experience also caused us to reflect on the strengths and weaknesses (or the 
uniqueness?) of our undergraduate education.  Was this adequate cause for education reform 
at Carnegie Mellon? 
 In the face of all these realizations, how were we going to uphold beliefs we 
struggled obstinately to define?  Did they need to be achieved in the same way, working 
together, doing the same thing?  Or could we attain our need to be proactive designers, 
pushing the profession and ourselves, and advocating the profession, in a way that would be 
quicker by learning from others?  Would this experience “taint” our naivete and “go-for-it” 
spirit--what about the consultancy? 
 
The Realization: Collective vs. Individual Growth 
 
The three of us came to the realization that we had the same values and vision for design but 
there were personal differences.  We still maintained a common vision for our pursuits in 
design including 1) design advocacy: heightening recognition of the profession of design, 2) 
addressing social aspects of design, 3) incorporating a sensitivity to culture and globalization 
in society, 4) sensitivity to understanding of multiculturalism: ethnicity, disciplinary, gender, 
abilities, age, 5) being able to talk/write about design, and 6) showing by example: 
instantiation, self-defined projects and client projects.   

However, over the year personal goals evolved and had an indescribable impact on 
the team dynamics.  It was a moment that we understood was important to address in order 
to grow individually and as a team.  Would we be exposed to more opportunities in a big city 
or a small growing city?  How did we perceive the relationship between life and work?  What 
was the best approach to learning?  Was it best to struggle and learn it “the hard way” or 
“sell out” and work with a firm?  Finally, was this consultancy nonprofit or for profit?  

In the midst of this, we were attempting to organize a design collective with 
proactive designers in our region.  This was an opportune time for us to analyze what the 
necessitating factors for our success were.  Having spent close to one year together, it was a 
difficult period and a chance to realize that we didn’t need to be together to achieve these 
goals.  The importance was upholding, sharing, and learning based off of these beliefs--all of 



which we had done and were attempting to do.  It was important to keep this dream alive 
for the profession and for our sanity but it might have been detrimental to force a collective 
community.  

After discussions we decided the most important goal was to maintain the attitude 
we carried throughout our one-year experience, but it was necessary for us to pursue it 
individually for the moment.  The sharing could still happen as well as discussion on design 
discourse and even potential projects and partnerships in the future were not out of the 
question.  But first and foremost if we could maintain our vision and maintain our proactive 
mentality there would be hope for the longevity of our efforts.  This would also provide us 
with the opportunity to expand our network of proactive designers for potential growth.  In 
addition to honing our design skills, we vowed to cultivate our communication and 
leadership skills and even to experience business tactics as we went along for the ride.   
 
FINAL THOUGHTS 
 
The three of us finished our undergraduate education with preconceptions of design and our 
experiences that motivated us to take a different path.  We began to realize this uniqueness 
and developed them in our first consultancy.  Three of us have tested the beliefs and 
methodologies from our undergraduate education against the local community, found some 
breakdowns and attempted to make sense of them.  What is exciting is that we found 
ourselves more into the profession of design after the rigorous experience, which also led to 
greater need to share and communicate our thoughts with other designers and to pursue 
more complex regional design opportunities.     
 Most importantly, further reconsideration of our vision and feelings towards design 
were solidified and matured--now taken to the level of individual and group interests.  
Reflection allowed us to understand that we've grown from not quiet knowing what we hope 
to achieve and what to expect.  Further, we’ve matured to better knowing not only what it 
takes to make each step happen but also the joy of being able to define our own paths and 
make long-term commitments on our own accords. 

Looking back, it is clear that depending on a person’s mentality, the college 
education is meant to be a starting point from which we begin a long journey of defining 
ourselves as designers.  At times the college education may not be the best fit for the 
position one intends to take in the design profession.  In other cases, there are key 
deficiencies and key strengths where it is critical to define which is worth developing.  For 
the young designer, they need to seek to understand this through continued self-inquiry and 
appropriate experience.  

Obviously this model is not linear in nature--but rather morphs around situations 
that we may or may not have control over.  But what we do have as young designers is the 
beliefs and energy and unbridled naivete to pursue these convictions.  The transition from 
academia to real-world applications can be as easy or as treacherous as one makes it.  But the 
undergraduate education and one’s proactive stance in it will contribute to such paths.  Our 
futures are constantly changing to fit our conceptions and levels of experience.  It would be 
interesting to see where we stand one, two, or five years from now.  
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